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ABSTRACT:- Machine translation translates a speech of text from the source language to target language.
This paper introduces machine translation evaluation by calculating the semantic textual similarity between the
machine translated sentences. The similarity score varies by using different values of alpha, beta and ranges
semantic similarity [0,5]. The experiment is carried out on SemEval 2017 datasets. The experiment resulted in
the highest accuracy for the Spanish-Spanish dataset with Pearson coefficient correlation 0.7969.
Keywords:- Sentence similarity, semantic nets, corpus, Machine Translation evaluation, natural language
processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Machine translation is the translation of the text by a computer without human intervention. It can also
be referred as automated translation. As the internet opens up the wider multilingual text, research and
development in Machine Translation continue to grow at a rapid rate. The Evaluation of Machine Translation
(MT) hasbecome important in semantic information. Semantic textual similarity plays an important role in
Natural language processing. Semantic Textual Similarity assess the degree of equivalence between two
sentences. The semantic similarity score ranges from [0-5].0 indicates non- relevant and 5 indicates relevant. In
this paper Semantic similarity measured using Pearson correlation coefficient. Semantic Textual Similarity
evaluates in text-related research and applications, in areas such as machine translation, Web page retrieval, and
text mining. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the description of about Literature survey.
Section 3 describes the architecture of the system to compute our metric, then Section 4 describes corpus based
and lexical based features, and Section 5 presents few results produced with Pearson coefficient correlation, and
finally, Section 6 gives an outlook on the conclusion.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Yuhua Li et al[1], has explained The use of a lexical database that enables our model to maintain
human common sense knowledge and the incorporation of corpus statistics allows our method to be versatile to
different domains. Julio Castillo et al [21]presents a new approach to Machine Translation evaluation based on
the recently defined task Semantic Textual Similarity. This problem is addressed using a textual entailment
engine entirely based on WordNet semantic features. Simone Magnolini et al[22] present a work to evaluate the
hypothesis that automatic evaluation metrics developed for Machine Translation (MT) systems have a
significant impact on predicting semantic similarity scores in Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task for
English, in light of their usage for paraphrase identification. Liling Tanet al[23] explains the extended work on
using machine translation (MT) metrics in the STS task by automatically annotating the STS datasets with a
variety of MT scores for each pair of text snippets in the STS datasets.Sarah Kohailet al,[24]gives a clear idea
about an unsupervised approach, whichestimates a word alignment-based similarity score, and supervised
approach, which combines dependency graph similarity and coverage features with lexical similarity measures
using regression methods.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An Unsupervised system is used to measure semantic similarity between monolingual and cross lingual
sentences. These sentences are translated into English using google translator. The data is preprocessed to get
accurate results. The pre-processingsteps include misspelling corrections, lowercase conversion, contraction
replacement. Two features corpus based and lexical statistics are generated. These features are combined using
unsupervised model. The Unsupervised model calculates a similarity score based on the alignment of the input
pair of sentences. Each pair has a score on the scale [0-5].
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FIG. 1: System Architecture

IV. FEATURES
Semantic features deal with the meaning of the words in the sentences.

FIG. 2:Computing the sentence similarity between two candidate sentences.
The figure shows the procedure for computing the sentence similarity between two candidate
sentences. The method automatically builds a joint word set using all the distinct words in the pair of sentences.
For each and every sentence, a raw semantic vector is derived from a lexical database. A word order vector is
formed for each sentence, using information from the lexical database [1]. Each word from a sentence conveys
dissimilar to the meaning of the complete sentence, the reason of a word is weighted by using information
content derived from a corpus. Combining the raw semantic vector from a corpus, and a semantic vector is
measured for each of the two sentences. Semantic similarity is evaluated based on the two semantic vectors. An
order similarity is measured using the pair of order vectors. Finally, the sentence similarity is calculated by
combining semantic similarity and word order similarity. The following sections represent a clear description of
each of the above procedure steps. Semantic similarity between words is used both in driving sentence semantic
and word order similarity, we will first describe our method for measuring word semantic similarity[1].
A. Knowledge based feature
For finding the semantic similarity between a sentence pair, each sentence is mapped to the unique
word vector(UWV) to form semantic vectors. If the unique word (UW i) is present in the sentence then the ith
entry in the semantic vector(SV) is 1 otherwise ith entry in the semantic vector(SV) is the highest semantic
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similarity value computed between the UWi and every word in the sentence using S(UWi, Wj). For computing
S(UWi, Wj) lexical database is used i.e., WordNet.

e  h  e  h
S UWi , W j   e .  h
e  e  h
l

Where l is the shortest path between the words UWiand Wj , h is the depth measured in the WordNet and α, β
are the constants. The α value and β values are 0.2 and 0.45 respectively which are found to be best by Li[17].
B. Corpus based feature
The information content values are calculated by incorporating corpus statistic[25]. The corpus
statistics is incorporated to make this feature work for various domains. The value at the ith entry in semantic
vectors generated using knowledge based feature i.e., S(UWi, Wj) is normalized by multiplying S(UWi, Wj)
with IC(UWi) and IC(Wj) to generate normalized semantic vectors (NSV). The IC(w) is the information content
of word and it is defined as:

IC ( w)  1 

log(n  1)
log( N  1)

The total number of words in the corpus is N. The term frequency of the word „w‟ in the corpus is
indicated by „n‟. The semantic with corpus similarity is the cosine value between the normalized semantic
vectors of the sentence pair.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The datasets Arabic-Arabic, Arabic-English, Spanish-Spanish are taken from SemEval 2017. Each
dataset contains 250 pairs of sentences. All the datasets are translated into English using Google translator.
The dataset is pre processed before building the model to generate the features correctly. The Preprocessing
steps involve in Contraction replacement, Lower case conversion, Spelling correction. Features Corpus based
and Lexical statistics are combined using Unsupervised model. Semantic similarity measured using Pearson
correlation coefficient.Table 1 depicts similarity score for a pair of sentences the sentences are taken from
Arabic – English dataset.
TABLE 1: Similarities between Selected Sentence Pairs
Sentence pair
Two men laughing.

Sim
0.5176

Two men are crying.
The girl riding her bike.
A bike riding blond child

0.7817

People near the road.

0.7402

People are in the road.
The windows open.
The windows are tall.

0.5519

Police arrest man.
A man is being chased by
the police.

0.4097

sentence pair
A young girl carrying a
camera.
A girl has binoculars.
Two men are leading the
way to another.
Two people ride red bikes.
A group of traders working
in the market.
The man works in the local
market.
Woman wearing glasses.
A woman in red wears
glasses and long earrings.
Man outdoor shake park.
Skateboarder in midair at a
park.

Sim
0.2966

0.3823

0.5219

0.4722

0.2919

The results obtained higher accuracy for Spanish-Spanish dataset. The accuracy varies by changingα, β values.
TABLE 2: Similarity Correlations
Datasets
Track 1-ar-ar
Track 2-ar-en
Track 3-es-es

Α
0.9
0.9
0.9

Β
0.7
0.9
0.9

Accuracy
0.7339
0.6372
0.7969

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper described Machine Translation evaluation based on Semantic Textual Similarity. Semantic
similarity is derived by generating word order similarityand corpus based features. The lexical knowledge base
models common human sense knowledge about words in a natural language [1]. A corpus reflects the actual
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usage of words and language. Thus, our Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) not only focus common human
sense knowledge with information, but it is also able to adapt to an application area using a corpus specific to
that application.
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